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Instructions and Layplans
The Alexa Dress #0004

Key
Wrong Side
Right Side
Stitch Line
RST=right sides of
fabric together

MADE IN THE UK

BACK BODICE
CUT TWO

SLEEVE
CUT TWO

6

BACK BODICE
CUT TWO

BACK FACING
CUT TWO

FRONT FACING
CUT ONE

BACK SKIRT
CUT TWO

4

3

7

FOLD

Layplan for 45’’ wide fabric all sizes

2

5

BACK FACING
CUT TWO
FRONT BODICE
CUT ONE ON FOLD

2

BACK SKIRT
CUT TWO

FRONT SKIRT
CUT ONE ON FOLD

1

FRONT FACING
CUT ONE

4

5

7

Seam allowances unless
otherwise indicated
on the pattern are 1.5cm’s.
Follow pattern notches.

1

6

SLEEVE
CUT TWO

FRONT BODICE
CUT ONE ON FOLD

FRONT SKIRT
CUT ONE ON FOLD

3

FOLD
Layplan for 60’’ wide fabric all sizes
Key
1. Front skirt (cut 1 on fold)
2.Back skirt (cut 2)
3. Sleeve (cut 2 )
4. Front facing (cut 1)
5. Back facing (cut 2)

6. Front bodice (cut 1 on fold)
7. Back bodice (Cut 2 )

Fabric Requirements:
45” All Sizes = 3.02m
60” All Sizes = 1.9 m

Preparation.
It is really important to launder your fabric (according to instructions) before you sew with it,
this allows for shrinkage. You must then apply interfacing to the wrong side of your
facing pieces. Finally you must overlock, or zig zag stitch all raw edges, these are; side
seams, bottom edge of skirt pieces (hems) ,the bottom edge of the neckline facing and
sleeve side seams and edges. Happy Stitching!
www.simplesewpatterns.com
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2.

1.

Match notches and join
bodices RST at shoulders.
Press seams open.

Sew in darts and press bust darts
down and waist darts towards
centre front.Tie ends of dart
threads rather than back stitch
as this prevents bulking.

4.

3.

RST pin and then stitch
the front and back facings
at the shoulders.
Press seam open.

C

Simple Sew Patterns
for home use only not
intended for commerical use

Facings opened out.
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5.
WS

RS

clip notches into
the inside edge
of neckline facing
down to stitch line.

WS
RS

RST pin facing to dress neckline
and stitch in place. Notch neckline
facing. Turn back to inside of dress.
Press flat.

6.
Sew a running stitch on sleeve
curve and gather the sleeve head so it
will fit curve of armhole.
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7.

Stitch sleeve to armhole curve
of bodice RST. Repeat other side.

8.
Sew front and back skirt darts in
place. Press front darts towards centre
front and back darts towards centre back.
Press seams open.

9.

C
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RST stitch front bodice to
front skirt.
Press waist seam open. Repeat
with back bodice panels and
back skirt panels, so RST at
the waist stitch the left back
bodice to the left back skirt.
Repeat with right side.
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10.

Now turn dress RST and on the right hand side of
the dress stitch dress together all the way down
from the edge of the sleeve all the way down the side
seam to the bottom of the skirt hem.
Repeat other side. Press seams open.

wrong side

12

11.

x
zip
tape

Turn dress inside out and
from the last stitch you made (x)
continue to sew all the way down
to the top of the spilt.

Turn dress RIGHT sides out and
on the centre back pin zip RST with
dress. Hand tack in place and remove
pins. Swap machine foot to a zipper foot
and stitch in place stitching close to the teeth.
Repeat other side. Remove hand tacks.
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13.
So now you will tackle the split!
You will have already sewn down to the
top of the split. You need to secure this
area as it is an area of stress. First you need to
press the seam open, then you need to
sew a line of stitches across the top
of the split. Make sure you don’t stitch
through the front skirt! Then simply
turn up the hem catching the split seams in it
and stitch all the way around. Press and repeat.

14.

Turn dress right way out
and flip over back neck facing
so it is lying over the top of the
zipper tapes. Stitch down the
side of each zipper tape.
Trim top corners.Turn facings
through so they are back on the
inside of the dress. Iron flat.
FINISH HOORAH!
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Fabric Requirements:
45” All Sizes = 3.02m
60” All Sizes = 1.9 m
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Size Chart
Size

Bust

Waist

Hips

8
10

33’’

26’’

36’’

35’’

28’’

38’’

12

37’’

30’’

40’’

14

39’’

32’’

42’’

16

41’’

34’’

44’’

18

43’’

36’’

46’’

